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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

The category system in Wikipedia can be taken as a conceptual network. We label the semantic relations between categories using methods based on connectivity in the network and lexico-syntactic matching. The result is a large scale taxonomy. For evaluation we propose a method which (1) manually determines the quality of our taxonomy, and (2) automatically compares its coverage with ResearchCyc, one of the largest manually created ontologies, and the lexical database WordNet. Additionally, we perform an extrinsic evaluation by computing semantic similarity between words in benchmarking datasets. The results show that the taxonomy compares favorably in quality and coverage with broad-coverage manually created resources.
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1. Introduction

Research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) has made tremendous progress in the last decades by employing data-driven techniques for solving tasks of ever increasing difficulty. However, working on knowledge-intensive applications such as e.g. semantic web technologies [8] and question answering engines [58] calls for complementing statistical methods with semantically rich representations based on world and encyclopedic knowledge, thus bringing the knowledge acquisition bottleneck problem into focus yet again.

While the need for wide-coverage knowledge bases when simulating human intelligence has been acknowledged since McCarthy’s seminal work [59], the manual creation of resources such as Cyc [50] has been shown to scale poorly [99]. In addition, most of the existing knowledge resources are domain dependent or have limited and arbitrary coverage. The field of ontology learning deals with these problems by taking textual input and transforming it into a taxonomy or a proper ontology. However, such learned ontologies are small and mostly domain dependent, and evaluations have revealed rather poor performance of the methods (see [14] for an extensive overview).

We try to overcome these problems with a novel perspective\textsuperscript{1} by utilizing Wikipedia, a wide coverage collaboratively generated encyclopedia. Our previous work on using the category network suggests that Wikipedia categories can be considered a semantic network in its own right [104,85]. Unfortunately, Wikipedia categories do not form a proper knowledge base with a full-fledged subsumption hierarchy, but only a thematically organized thesaurus. The lack of clear semantic relations between the categories poses a serious limitation to the amount of information provided. In this work we develop the idea of using the Wikipedia categorization system as a semantic network a step further and present methods for generating a large scale taxonomy by automatically assigning \texttt{isa} and \texttt{notisa} labels to the relations between categories. We use methods
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based on connectivity in the network and lexico-syntactic patterns to label the relations between categories. Based on these methods, we are able to derive a large scale taxonomy. The main contributions of this article are as follows:

1. We propose to derive a taxonomy from the system of categories in Wikipedia. This amounts to transforming the Wikipedia categorization system into a full-fledged subsumption hierarchy such as the one found in Cyc [50] and WordNet [28].

2. We develop a set of lightweight heuristics to automatically distinguish \( isa \) and \( notisa \) relations between the categories in Wikipedia. Our method works by capturing linguistic regularities in category labels (syntax-based methods, Section 2.3), exploiting naming conventions and connectivity in the graph (connectivity-based methods, Section 2.4), as well as mining large corpora for patterns expressing semantic relations (lexico-syntactic based methods, Section 2.5). The result is a large scale taxonomy including 335,128 semantic links.

3. We perform an evaluation which (1) determines the quality of our taxonomy based on human assessment, and (2) automatically compares its coverage with ResearchCyc and WordNet, arguably two of the largest manually annotated knowledge bases. For the manual evaluation we report an \( F_1 \) measure of up to 84%. For the automatic evaluation of coverage, we develop a taxonomy mapping method based on the syntactic structure of the Wikipedia category labels. This evaluation shows that there is little overlap in terms of concept relations between our taxonomy and ResearchCyc and WordNet, which indicates that Wikipedia complements those resources. Compared with ResearchCyc our taxonomy provides 28.2% extra coverage, compared with WordNet 211.6%.

4. We extrinsically evaluate the resource by computing the semantic similarity of word pairs on benchmarking datasets and improve our previous results from [104] by a large margin. The results obtained by using the taxonomy for computing semantic similarity are competitive with the best ones from the literature, i.e. up to a Pearson correlation coefficient \( r \) of 0.87, and lie near the estimated upper bound for performance for this task.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: in Section 2 we present our methods for generating a subsumption hierarchy from the network of categories in Wikipedia. In Section 3 we evaluate the automatically generated taxonomy by comparing it with ResearchCyc and WordNet, as well as by computing semantic similarity between words in benchmarking datasets. We finally present related work in Section 4 and conclude with suggestions for future work in Section 5.

2. Methods

Since May 2004 Wikipedia has allowed for structured access by means of categories.\(^2\) The categories form a graph which can be taken to represent a conceptual network with unspecified semantic relations [104,85]. In this section we present our methods to derive \( isa \) and \( notisa \) relations from these generic links. This allows us to generate a taxonomy from the Wikipedia category graph by performing the following task: for each pair of categories \((\text{Subcat}, \text{Supercat})\) where \text{Subcat}\(^3\) is categorized into \text{Supercat}, decide whether \text{Subcat} \( isa \) \text{Supercat} or not. This aims at transforming a graph with unlabeled semantic relations into a semantic network where the links between categories are augmented with \( isa \) relations.

The Wikipedia category network contains categories which are used to refer either to an entity, e.g. the Microsoft category, or to a property of a set of entities, e.g. MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES. Accordingly, the relation between a category and its super-categories can be either one of subsumption (i.e. a concept-to-concept strict IS-A relation) or instantiation (i.e. an entity-to-concept INSTANCE-OF relation). In this work we do not distinguish categories that are classes from categories that are entities: therefore we use a definition of \( isa \) which includes both the IS-A and INSTANCE-OF relations. This is similar to the semantics of the subsumption relation found in WordNet prior to version 2.1. Although this is not methodologically adequate [73], it represents a valid step toward generating a taxonomy from the category network. As in the case of WordNet [63], the distinction between classes and instances can be added to the generated taxonomy later [114]. These same considerations also apply when considering the \( notisa \) relation: although it does not carry any semantics per-se, i.e. it simply refers to \( \text{a what is not in an isa relation} \), it allows us to concentrate on generating a core subsumption hierarchy and does not rule out the generation of more specific relations, e.g. \text{part-of}, \text{located-in}, etc., at a later stage [69].

The pseudocode of our method is shown in Algorithm 1. We start with the unlabeled category graph found in Wikipedia and remove from it all nodes which refer to categories used for administration of the Wikipedia project (lines 1–6, Section 2.1). We then collect all remaining nodes and edges and build an initial taxonomy graph which assigns a default \( notisa \) relation to all category pairs (lines 7–12). Finally, given a set of processing components (described in Sections 2.2–2.6), we generate the \( isa \) relations by performing a cascade of tests on the category pairs which, at each step, have not yet been discovered as being in an \( isa \) relation (lines 13–18). For each processing component, we collect all edges in the taxonomy graph labeled with a \( notisa \) relation and test them for an \( isa \) semantic relation. As a result of the algorithm, the taxonomy graph is returned (line 19, category pairs for which no \( isa \) relation can be acquired retain the default \( notisa \) relation).

The order of the processing components is enforced by the size of Wikipedia. We start with lightweight heuristics to filter out the number of categories to be processed by subsequent modules: these generate \( isa \) relations by analyzing the syntactic

---

\(^2\) Wikipedia can be downloaded at [http://download.wikimedia.org](http://download.wikimedia.org). In our experiments we use the English Wikipedia database dump from March 12, 2008. This includes 2,276,274 articles, 99.1% of which are categorized into 337,741 categories.

\(^3\) We use Sans Serif for words and queries, CAPITALS for Wikipedia pages and SMALL CAPS for Wikipedia categories.
Algorithm 1: The taxonomy acquisition algorithm.

Input: an unlabeled category graph $G_{Wiki} = (V_{Wiki}, E_{Wiki})$
  a category cleanup module cleanup
  a list of processing components ProcComp = {ByMatcher, HeadMatcher, ModifierMatcher,
    InstanceCategorization, RedundantCategorization, PatternFinder, SisterPropagation, TransitivityPropagation}

Output: a labeled taxonomy graph $G_{WikiTax} = (V_{WikiTax}, E_{WikiTax})$

1: $G_{Clean} = (V_{Clean}, E_{Clean}) ← (V_{Wiki}, E_{Wiki})$
2: for each $v ∈ V_{Clean}$
3:   if cleanup.REMOVE?(v) then
4:     $V_{Clean} ← V_{Clean} − \{v\}$
5:   for each $e = (v_1, v_2) ∈ E_{Clean}$ s.t. $v_1 = v$
6:     $E_{Clean} ← E_{Clean} − \{e\}$
7: $G_{WikiTax} = (V_{WikiTax}, E_{WikiTax}) ← (\emptyset, \emptyset)$
8: for each $v_i ∈ V_{Clean}$
9:   $V_{WikiTax} ← V_{WikiTax} ∪ \{v_i\}$
10: for each $v_j ∈ V_{Clean}$, $i ≠ j$
11:   $V_{WikiTax} ← V_{WikiTax} ∪ \{v_j\}$
12: $E_{WikiTax} ← E_{WikiTax} ∪ \{(v_i, notisa, v_j)\}$
13: for each proc ∈ ProcComp
14:   for each $e = (v_1, v_2) ∈ E_{WikiTax}$
15:     if proc.EQUALS?(v_1, v_2) then
16:       $E_{WikiTax} ← E_{WikiTax} − \{e\}$
17: $E_{WikiTax} ← E_{WikiTax} ∪ \{(v_1, isa, v_2)\}$
18: return $G_{WikiTax}$

structure of the category labels – ByMatcher (Section 2.2), HeadMatcher (Section 2.3.1) and ModifierMatcher (Section 2.3.2) – as well as the local connectivity that a category has with its neighbors in the category graph – InstanceCategorization (Section 2.4.1) and RedundantCategorization (Section 2.4.2). We then continue with more computing intensive methods4 which aim to acquire taxonomic relations by mining large corpora for occurrences of lexico-syntactic patterns (PatternFinder, Section 2.5). Finally, a last set of components propagates the previously discovered isa relation based on multiple inheritance (SisterPropagation, Section 2.6.1) and transitivity constraints (TransitivityPropagation, Section 2.6.2).

2.1. Category network cleanup (1)

We start with the full categorization network consisting of 337,522 category nodes with 734,140 direct links between them. We first clean the network of meta-categories used for encyclopedia management, e.g. the categories under WIKIPEDIA ADMINISTRATION. However, these categories are connected to many content bearing categories, e.g. the content bearing category MICROSOFT is categorized under the meta-category CATEGORIES NAMED AFTER COMPANIES. Therefore, we cannot remove this portion of the graph entirely. Instead, we remove all those nodes whose labels contain any of the following strings: wiki, lists, disambiguation, template, user, portal, categories, articles, pages, redirect, navigational boxes or stub. This leaves 240,760 categories and 515,423 links to be processed.

2.2. Refinement link identification (ByMatcher – 2)

The next preprocessing step includes identifying so-called refinement links. Wikipedia users tend to organize many categories using patterns such as y x and x by z (e.g. MILES DAVIS ALBUMS and ALBUMS BY ARTIST). We label these patterns as expressing is-refined-by semantic relations between categories. While these links could be assigned a full isa semantics, they represent meta-categorization relations, i.e., their sole purpose is to better structure the categorization network. We take all categories containing by in the name and label all links with their subcategories with an is-refined-by relation. This labels 126,920 category links and leaves 388,503 relations to be analyzed.

2.3. Syntax-based methods (3)

The first set of methods to label relations between categories as isa is based on the string matching of syntactic components of category labels (Fig. 1 contains a glossary of the computational linguistics terminology required to understand these methods).

4 The entire taxonomy generation process requires approximately 1000 CPU hours on a 2 GHz Opteron four processor (dual-core) server with 2 GB memory where 99.7% of the overall runtime is required by the lexico-syntactic based methods. In practice, the absolute runtime can be drastically reduced by making use of parallelization optionally coupled with an appropriate text indexing strategy.
Lemma: The lemma is the canonical form of a word, e.g. the infinitive of inflected words or the singular of nouns. A lemmatizer automatically determines the lemma for a word.

Stem: The stem (or the root) is the part of the word which does not change when the word is inflected or the word class changes. E.g. contain - is the stem of the words contained and contain. A stemmer automatically reduces a word to its stem.

Part of speech: The part of speech (POS) of a word is its word class, i.e., noun, verb, determiner, adjective, etc. The set of available parts of speech is generally language specific and is provided by reference corpora, e.g. the Penn treebank for English [56]. A POS tagger automatically labels words with their parts of speech.

Chunk: A chunk is the segment of a sentence that identifies a basic non-recursive phrase corresponding to one of the major parts of speech: noun phrases (NPs), verb phrases (VPs), adjective phrases (APs) or prepositional phrases (PPs) [106]. In contrast to traditional phrase structures, chunks build flat, i.e. non-hierarchical and non-overlapping, sequences. A chunker segments sequences of words into chunks and labels them as NP chunk, VP chunk, etc.

Parse: Syntactic structures of sentences are typically assumed to have a hierarchical representation in the form of a tree. A parse is the syntactic tree of a sentence. A parser determines this structure automatically.

Head, modifier: Syntactic phrases consist of one (lexical) head and possibly of modifiers. The head of a phrase is the word which is grammatically most important in the phrase, since it determines the nature of the overall phrase [89]. For instance, the head of a verb phrase is a verb, the head of a noun phrase is a noun. Modifiers are optional elements of phrases. They can be words, phrases and clauses.

Named entity: An entity for which one or many rigid designators [46] can be used to refer to it, e.g. the software company created by Bill Gates in 1975 can be referred to as Microsoft or Microsoft Corporation. Following the terminology found in some ontological analysis studies, e.g. OntoClean [36], we sometimes also refer to them as individuals. The recognition of proper names of persons (Bill Gates), geographical entities (Redmond, Washington) and organizations (Microsoft) is an important task in computational linguistics. A Named Entity Recognizer performs this task automatically.

Word sense: Words can have different meanings depending on their context of occurrence. E.g. star can be used to refer to an astronomical object, an actor or the state of being prominent, etc. Typically, sense inventories are obtained from semantic lexica such as WordNet. Word senses from WordNet can be denoted with a superscript indicating the sense number (ordered by frequency of occurrence in the manually sense-tagged SemCor corpus [64]) and a subscript indicating the word class, e.g. star\textsuperscript{1}, star\textsubscript{2}, star\textsubscript{3}. The task of automatically determining word senses is called Word Sense Disambiguation [71].

**Fig. 1.** Glossary of relevant computational linguistics terminology.

**Fig. 2.** Syntax-based methods. Two category labels are parsed and their relation set to isa, if they share the same lexical head word or lemma (head matching); the relation is set to notisa, if the stem of the lexical head of one category occurs in non-head position in the other (modifier matching).

### 2.3.1. Head matching (HeadMatcher)

We first label pairs of categories sharing the same lexical head, e.g. British computer scientists isa Computer scientists. We parse the category labels using the Stanford parser, based on the factored model from [45].\(^5\) and use the head rules from [23, Appendix A]. Most Wikipedia category labels are noun phrase (NP) fragments rather than full sentences which required modifying Collins’ head finding rules (see Appendix A).

Given the lexical heads for a pair of categories, we label a category link as isa if the two categories share the same head lemma, as determined by a finite-state morphological analyzer [67].

### 2.3.2. Modifier matching (ModifierMatcher)

We next label category pairs as notisa if the stem of the lexical head of one of the categories (as output by the Porter stemmer [87]) occurs in modifier, i.e. non-head, position in the other category. This is to avoid interpreting thematic categorization links as isa – such as the one between Crime comics and Crime or the one between Islamic mysticism and Islam.

Examples of head and modifier matching are presented in Fig. 2. These methods achieve good coverage by identifying 141,728 isa relations by head matching and 67,437 notisa relations by modifier matching, respectively. Both methods are high-precision heuristics, i.e. they achieve high precision except in the following cases.

---

\(^5\) Although chunkers perform more accurately than full syntactic parsers, in order to find the head of the category labels we need phrase structures since these are not necessarily base noun phrases (NPs), e.g. Ice Hockey players by club in Canada.
Head matching will erroneously succeed, if the modifiers select different senses for the respective heads, e.g. CAUCUS chair and CHAIR, or the relation expressed is not an isa relation, e.g. meronymy as in West JAVA and JAVA.

Modifier matching will erroneously succeed in those cases in which the head of a category label modifies the head of another to select a compatible sense, e.g. ELECTRONIC MUSIC and MUSIC GENRES.

These methods are lightweight and high-coverage. Sample errors show that they rely merely on the string matching of syntactic constituents and therefore do not take advantage of any notion of semantics.

2.4. Connectivity-based methods (4)

The next set of methods utilizes the structure and connectivity of the categorization network.

2.4.1. Instance categorization (InstanceCategorization)

Previous work from [105] shows that instance-of relations in Wikipedia between individuals (denoted by pages) and classes of individuals (denoted by categories) can with high accuracy be found heuristically by determining whether the head of the page’s category is plural, e.g. ALBERT EINSTEIN belongs to the NATURALIZED CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES category (where the syntactic head CITIZENS is plural). Since our definition of isa relations includes instantiation we apply this method for identifying isa relations between categories as follows.

1. Find page: given a category Cat, find the page P titled as the category or its lemma.
2. Collect candidate isa relations: collect all lexical heads which are plural nouns from the list of categories P is categorized into: \( HP = \{ head_1, head_2, \ldots, head_n \} \). Plural nouns are found using the output of the morphological analyzer.\(^6\)
3. Propagate candidate relations: for each super-category Supercat of Cat, we label the relation between Cat and Supercat as isa if the head lemma of Supercat matches the head lemma of at least one candidate in HP.

The idea is to collect evidence from the pages describing the categories and propagate such evidence to the categorization network. As an example (illustrated in Fig. 3), given the pair (Microsoft, Multinational companies):

1. We first find the page MICROSOFT for the category Microsoft;
2. From the page MICROSOFT being categorized into COMPANIES LISTED ON NASDAQ, COMPANIES IN THE NASDAQ-100 INDEX and COMPANIES BASED IN REDMOND, WASHINGTON we collect {companies} as a candidate extraction for an isa relation;
3. We find that MICROSOFT isa MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES (as well as isa VIDEO GAME COMPANIES, isa COMPUTER COMPANIES OF THE UNITED STATES, etc.).

Manual inspection of the output reveals that, when applied to the categorization network, this method, originally developed to populate WordNet with instances from Wikipedia [105], indeed mostly works with candidate subconcepts which refer to individuals (companies, cities, organizations). Nevertheless it is also able to generate strict subsumption relations, i.e. examples include ELECTRIC MOTORS isa ENGINES, LOGIC isa BRANCHES OF PHILOSOPHY, ECONOMICS isa SOCIAL SCIENCES, etc.

\(^6\) During system prototyping we noticed that this provides for a safer strategy than checking whether nouns have been POS-tagged as NNS or NNPS based on the parser’s output. This is due to the parser producing erroneous output when analyzing small NP fragments.
2.4.2. Redundant categorization (RedundantCategorization)

This method labels pairs of categories which have at least one page in common (for an illustration see Fig. 3). If users redundantly categorize by assigning two directly connected categories to the same page, they often mark the page by implication as being an instance of two different category concepts with different granularities, e.g. ETHYL CARBAMATE is both a CARBAMATE(s) and an AMIDE(s). Assuming that the page is an instance of both conceptual categories, we can by transitivity conclude that one category is subsumed by the other, i.e. CARBAMATES isa AMIDES. In order to identify instantiation we again use the shallow method from [105], i.e. instance-of relations between pages and their categories are found by determining whether the head of the page category is plural. Thus redundant categorization tags the relations between two directly connected categories as isa if (1) there is at least one page categorized in both categories and (2) the category labels both have a plural head.

Using instance categorization and redundant categorization we find 14,886 and 16,523 isa relations, respectively. Both methods provide positive isa links in cases where relations are unlikely to be found in free text, e.g. we find that ALAN TURING isa ENGLISH MATHEMATICIANS and AMERICAN COUNCIL ON SCIENCE AND HEALTH isa SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATIONS (instance categorization), as well as that ALKALOIDS isa BIOMOLECULES and GASTROPODS isa MOLLUSCS (redundant categorization), although we do not find any evidence in text corpora using the pattern-based approach we describe in Section 2.5.

These methods suggest that it is possible to generate semantic relations by capturing patterns employed by Wikipedia’s user base. We achieve this by analyzing the structure and connectivity of the categorization network. Nevertheless, these knowledge-poor heuristics are unconstrained and produce many errors, e.g. IMMANUEL KANT isa ETHICS (instance categorization) or ATOMIC PHYSICS isa QUANTUM MECHANICS (redundant categorization). In order to improve their precision while still taking advantage of their coverage we use a filter based on lexico-syntactic patterns from the literature on semantic relation extraction.

2.5. Lexico-syntactic based methods (PatternFinder – 5)

After applying methods (1–4) we are left with 147,929 unclassified relations. We next apply lexico-syntactic patterns (see Fig. 4) to sentences in large text corpora to identify isa relations [39,17]. In order to reduce the number of unclassified relations and to increase the precision of the isa patterns we also apply patterns to identify notisa relations. We assume that patterns used for identifying meronymic relations [7,35] indicate that the relation is not an isa relation. The text corpora used for this step are the articles from the English Wikipedia itself (8 × 10^8 words) and the Tipster corpus (2.5 × 10^8 words; [37]). We employ a majority voting strategy for providing evidence for semantic relations: we label a category pair with isa if the number of matches of isa patterns is greater than the number of matches of notisa ones.

In addition, we use the patterns to filter the isa relations created by the connectivity-based methods (Section 2.4). This is because instance categorization and redundant categorization return results which are not always reliable, e.g. we incorrectly find that CONSONANTS isa PHONETICS. We use the same majority voting scheme, except that this time we mark as notisa those pairs with a number of notisa matches greater than the number of isa ones. This acts as a post-processing filter for the connectivity-based methods and ensures better precision.

To improve the recall of applying these patterns, we use only the lexical heads of the categories which were not identified as named entities: if the lexical head of a category is identified by a Named Entity Recognizer [29] as belonging to a
Inference-based methods. The relation between two categories is set to \textit{isa} if the super-category has the same head as a previously identified \textit{isa} super-category (i.e. sister propagation) or if there is a path connecting the two categories along the previously discovered \textit{isa} hierarchy (transitive propagation).

These methods achieve large coverage by creating 49,054 and 37,188 \textit{isa} relations when applied respectively to the output of the syntax-based methods (Section 2.3) and the connectivity-based methods (Section 2.4). In addition, when applied in order to filter the \textit{isa} relations generated by the connectivity-based methods, they are able to filter out 3226 erroneously identified positive links.

2.6. Inference-based methods (6)

The last set of methods propagates the previously found relations by means of multiple inheritance and transitivity (Fig. 5).

2.6.1. Multiple inheritance propagation (SisterPropagation)

We first propagate all \textit{isa} relations to those super-categories whose head lemmas match the head lemma of a previously identified \textit{isa} super-category. This amounts to propagating the \textit{isa} relation to all sisters of the previously identified \textit{isa} super-categories which share the same head lemma. E.g., once we have found that \textit{Borghese} \textit{isa} Papal families (via the ‘redundant categorization’ method from Section 2.4.2) we can infer also that \textit{Borghese} \textit{isa} Political families of Italy, Italian noble families and Families of Siena.

2.6.2. Transitivity propagation (TransitivityPropagation)

We then propagate all \textit{isa} links to those super-categories which are connected through a path found along the previously discovered subsumption hierarchy, thus taking the transitive closure of the \textit{isa} relation. E.g., given that \textit{Artificial intelligence} \textit{isa} Cognitive science (using the pattern-based methods from Section 2.5) and Cognitive science \textit{isa} Interdisciplinary fields (found via the ‘instance categorization’ method from Section 2.4.1), we can infer that \textit{Artificial intelligence} \textit{isa} Interdisciplinary fields.

3. Evaluation

The methods presented in the previous section generate a very large taxonomy as output – i.e. using all methods we generate 208,208 \textit{isa} semantic links between 169,009 categories. Although there is no consensus on how to evaluate such ontological and taxonomic resources [10], the large size of our taxonomy makes a comprehensive qualitative evaluation via manual inspection impractical.\footnote{In other words, manual assessment of how well the resource meets the criteria and requirements of a methodology such as e.g. OntoClean [36].} We therefore opt for manual evaluation on a representative sample of category pairs (Section 3.1) following standard experimental procedures (see e.g. the setting proposed by [102] for evaluating taxonomy-based ontologization). In addition, we develop an automatic evaluation setting for quantifying the coverage and novelty of the semantic relations extracted (Section 3.2). Both evaluations can be seen as gold standard based evaluations, since we evaluate the automatically generated taxonomy by comparing it with gold standard resources, i.e. a manually annotated dataset as well as ResearchCyc and WordNet.
Finally, in order to provide additional evidence for the quality of the resource, we perform an extrinsic, task based evaluation in Section 3.3. We evaluate the resource by using it in a Natural Language Processing (NLP) task. We compute semantic similarity on benchmarking datasets by coupling the WikiRelate! method [104] with the generated taxonomy. We evaluate the output by comparing it with similarity scores computed using the most widely used resource for such task, i.e. the semantic lexicon provided by WordNet.

3.1. Manual evaluation

In our first set of experiments we aim to assess the quality of our resource by manually evaluating it against a human-annotated gold standard. We manually annotated the isa/notisa relation for a random sample of 3500 category pairs from Wikipedia by asking three annotators to provide the ground truth for 1000 different pairs of categories each, following the guidelines given in Appendix B. In addition, in order to assess how reliable the annotations were as well as the difficulty of the task, all three annotators were asked to label a common separate dataset of 500 category pairs. We computed the degree of inter-annotator agreement among annotators using the kappa coefficient $\kappa$ [18]. $\kappa$ measures pairwise agreement among a set of annotators making category judgments, correcting for expected chance agreement. Our annotators achieved an agreement coefficient $\kappa$ of 0.78, indicating substantial but not perfect agreement. This score is compatible with the only application of a reliability measurement for a taxonomy annotation task we are aware of, namely [62] who achieved a $\kappa$ of 0.75. In the case of disagreement between annotators we selected the relation annotated by the majority (there were no three-way ties in the annotations). Each category pair from Wikipedia is assigned an isa or a notisa relation by both the annotators and the system. Accordingly, we are able to build a confusion matrix for all category pairs in our dataset and evaluate using standard metrics of precision ($P$, the ratio of correct isa relations to total isa labels output by the system), recall ($R$, the ratio of correct isa relations to total isa labels in the gold standard) and $F_1$ measure ($\frac{2PR}{P+R}$). In addition we calculate accuracy, which also takes into account the assignment of notisa relations.

Evaluation of the automatically generated taxonomy with the manually annotated category pairs is presented in Table 1. We perform an incremental evaluation by starting with the syntax-based methods and augmenting them with the connectivity and pattern based methods. As a baseline we use a random classification scheme, i.e. a category pair is randomly categorized as isa or notisa. All differences in performance are statistically significant at $p < 0.001$ with a McNemar test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>$F_1$</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline (1–3)</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>49.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syntax (1–3)</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>68.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connectivity (1–4, 6)</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>74.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern-based (1–3, 5–6)</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>76.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all (1–6)</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>80.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results provide a first glance of the impact of our methods. First, the random baseline achieves an $F_1$ measure well above 50%: this is because the isa and notisa relations are not uniformly distributed in our dataset (and thus in the Wikipedia categorization itself, since our data come from a random sample), which contains 2302 isa and 1198 notisa relations. Syntax-based methods achieve very high precision but their impact is limited by their low recall. Augmenting them with the connectivity-based methods achieve a very high precision but their impact is limited by their low recall. Augmenting them with the connectivity-based methods improves the recall (+10.7%) with practically no decrease in precision (−0.1%). We observe a similar trend by applying the pattern-based methods together with the syntax-based ones. They improve recall even more considerably (+16.2%), but also have lower precision (−2.0%).

The best results are obtained by combining all methods: in this way we achieve a 22.3% improvement in recall and a 2.1% decrease in precision, resulting in an overall improvement of 14.1% $F_1$ above the simple syntax-based methods. The resulting taxonomy achieves high precision and somewhat satisfying recall with an overall improvement of 27.9% $F_1$ with respect to the random baseline. We observe the same trend with accuracy: by making use of all our methods we are able to achieve an accuracy of more than 80%, with an improvement of 31.2 points with respect to the baseline.

3.2. Comparison with ResearchCyc and WordNet

Manual evaluation quantifies how good our taxonomy is when compared with human judgments. The results show that we are able to generate a very large taxonomy with high precision. However, while this evaluation tells us about the quality of the resource, it still does not say much on how well the taxonomy compares with other existing resources; while results thus far have shown that we can generate a high-quality taxonomic resource by using straightforward heuristics, it could still be the case that the information we extract from the Wikipedia category system can already be found in other semantic networks.

---

8 There are several formulations of the kappa coefficient in the literature. We use one variant, Fleiss’ kappa [30], which is a generalization of Scott’s $\pi$ for more than two annotators.
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comparing against an existing gold standard taxonomy, we aim to answer two fundamental questions to characterize our

3.2.1. Taxonomy mapping

In order to check whether an isa relation between a pair of categories is in fact novel, we first need to find the concepts
to which these can be mapped in the gold standard. In practice, we aim at finding a mapping between automatically
generated and gold standard resources at the concept level, i.e. an instance of the general problem of ontology matching [27].
Starting with a pair of categories from our taxonomy, for each category (a) we first define a set of category descriptors,
namely a set of lexicalizations (i.e. words and phrases) of the category found in the gold standard resource. We then (b)
generate a set of candidate mappings for the category descriptors and finally (c) select the mappings where the target concepts
are also found in an isa relation in the gold standard.

Generating category descriptors. Given a category Cat, we first collect the set of concepts from the gold standard resource
whose lexical realizations (namely, words and phrases) match the Wikipedia category labels. For instance, given the category
ice hockey players by club in Canada, we want to find those concept labels that can be found to describe it in Cyc or
WordNet. We call these words and phrases category descriptors of a category Cat and denote them with \( \phi(Cat) \).

Our method starts by first looking for an exact match: if none can be found, we fall back to less and less specific matches
by using the syntactic parse of the category label. Accordingly, our process to generate category descriptors involves three phases:

1. Strict match. We start by looking for a target concept where at least one lexical realization perfectly matches the
category label. For instance, in the case of Cyc, we first search for a concept labeled as ice hockey players by club in
Canada. Similarly, in the case of named entities such as Alan Turing, we look for Alan Turing;
2. Loose match. If no category descriptor can be found by exact match, as in the case of ice hockey players by club in Canada,
we start approximating our lookups as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{researchcyc} & : 55,790 \\
\text{wordnet} & : 95,322 \\
\text{wikipedia} & : 337,522 \\
\text{wikidata} & : 209,919 \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{researchcyc} & : 733,865 \\
\text{wordnet} & : 97,666 \\
\text{wikipedia} & : 743,140 \\
\text{wikidata} & : 335,128 \\
\end{align*}
\]


http://wordnet.princeton.edu/. We use version 3.0 released in December 2006. We denote the i-th sense of a word w with part of speech p with \( w^p_i \).
We use word senses to unambiguously denote the corresponding synsets (e.g. plane^1_2 for \{airplane_1^1, aeroplane_1^1, plane_1^1\}). Hereafter, we use word sense and
synset interchangeably.
Given a category descriptor in the gold standard. In practice, we want to acquire a mapping category descriptors. Given a descriptor for a category \( \text{Cat} \), in the next phase we aim at acquiring the 'correct' concept for the category descriptor in the gold standard. In practice, we want to acquire a mapping \( \mu \) for each \( \text{Cat} \) such that:

\[
\mu(\text{Cat}) = \begin{cases} 
\{ c \in \text{Senses}_{\text{CYC}}(\phi(\text{Cat})) \} & \text{if a link can be established,} \\
\emptyset & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \text{Senses}_{\text{CYC}}(\phi(\text{Cat})) \) is the set of concepts that \( \phi(\text{Cat}) \) can refer to in the gold standard (i.e. Cyc or WordNet). Note that, due to the polysemy of words and phrases, \( \text{Senses}(\phi(\text{Cat})) \not= 1 \), e.g. Toyota can refer to both \( \text{ToyotaCar} \) and \( \text{ToyotaCompany} \) in Cyc. Given a category \( \text{Cat} \) and its descriptor \( \phi(\text{Cat}) \), we find \( \text{Senses}(\phi(\text{Cat})) \) by using an internal lexeme-to-concept denotational mapper in the case of Cyc, and by finding those synsets which contain the descriptor for WordNet. For instance, given \( \phi(\text{ICE HOCKEY PLAYERS BY CLUB IN CANADA}) = \text{player} \), we find that \( \text{Senses}_{\text{WN}}(\text{player}) = \{ \text{player}_1, \ldots, \text{player}_5 \} \).

Given the category descriptors and their senses, we can view the mapping procedure as a disambiguation problem. In other words, the mapping algorithm must disambiguate \( \phi(\text{Cat}) \) based on some context. Given a category pair, our idea is to then jointly disambiguate the descriptors by letting them provide a context for each other. Formally, given a pair of (directly connected) categories \( \langle \text{Subcat}, \text{Supercat} \rangle \) in our Wikipedia taxonomy, we first create the set of all concept pairs in the gold standard resource they can be mapped to:

\[
\text{ConceptPairs} = \{ \langle c_i, c_j \rangle \mid c_i \in \text{Senses}(\phi(\text{Subcat})), c_j \in \text{Senses}(\phi(\text{Supercat})) \}.
\]

We finally map the pair of categories to those senses of their descriptors in \( \text{ConceptPairs} \) such that these are in an \( \text{isa} \) relation within the subsumption or instantiation hierarchy of the gold standard:

\[
\langle \mu(\text{Subcat}), \mu(\text{Supercat}) \rangle = \begin{cases} 
\{ \langle c_i, c_j \rangle \mid \text{ConceptPairs} \} & \text{if } \exists [c_i \in \text{Senses}(\phi(\text{Subcat})), c_j \in \text{Senses}(\phi(\text{Supercat}))] \text{ such that } c_i \subseteq c_j, \\
\emptyset & \text{if no such pair } \langle c_i, c_j \rangle \text{ exists.}
\end{cases}
\]

In the case of a tie, namely when more than one such pair exists, we make a random choice for Cyc and select the more frequent word sense in WordNet. For example, given a pair of categories \( \langle \text{Stars}, \text{Astronomical Objects} \rangle \) we map in

---

11 Note that by keeping the noun modifiers we reduce the amount of polysemy in the mapping. I.e., we avoid mapping ice hockey players by club in Canada to musician via a polysemous mapping of player only.

12 When traversing the gold standard hierarchy for determining the mapping we do not distinguish between subsumption and instantiation. In other words, we look for a connecting path from \( c_i \) to \( c_j \) along any edge denoting either an \( \text{isa} \) (Cyc's 'is generalized by', \#$genls) or instance-of (Cyc's \#$isa) relation. This is compatible with our broader definition of the \( \text{isa} \) relation from Section 2.

13 Since senses in WordNet are ordered according to their frequency of occurrence in the manually sense-tagged SemCor corpus [64], this amounts to selecting the more frequent SemCor sense.
WordNet the former to star\textsuperscript{1} – i.e., ‘celestial bodies’ rather than ‘prominent actors’ – and the latter to object\textsuperscript{1}, since star\textsuperscript{1} isa object\textsuperscript{1}. Similarly, we map such pair in Cyc to Star (rather than, say, FamousPerson) and PartiallyTangible, since the latter dominates the former within its subsumption hierarchy.

Our method for taxonomy mapping makes a variety of very shallow approximations, since in the initial phase it considers all senses of a category descriptor and performs noun compound segmentation based only on the syntactic structure of the category label (rather than e.g. also imposing some semantic constraints). However, while simple, the method is able to yield high precision. We validated the output of the category mapper on a sample of 200 non-empty category pair mappings, i.e. 400 category mappings in total. A human validator with previous experience in ontology mapping and engineering was presented with each category pair one by one, and then labeled each category in the pair as correctly mapped or not. A mapping was deemed correct if the Wikipedia category and the concept it maps to in the external resource were judged to have the same meaning, e.g. \texttt{Rus refers to} \texttt{rpy} in WordNet. Our method achieves a precision of 97.75% and 97.5% for Cyc and WordNet respectively, thus proving itself suitable for evaluating the coverage and novelty of our resource.

3.2.2. Evaluation metrics

Given the automatically generated mappings, we are able to compute the metrics of coverage and novelty against a gold standard. Let \( G_{\text{Wiki}} = (V_{\text{Wiki}}, E_{\text{Wiki}}) \) be our taxonomy, where the vertices represent the categories and the edges the automatically generated \texttt{isa} relations, and \( G_S = (V_S, E_S) \) a gold standard taxonomy. Given \( G_{\text{Wiki}} \) and the category mappings to the concepts in \( G_S \), we can define a subgraph \( G'_{\text{Wiki}} = (V'_{\text{Wiki}}, E'_{\text{Wiki}}) \) of \( G_{\text{Wiki}} \) containing: (a) as vertices, all categories \( v \in V_{\text{Wiki}} \) such that \( \mu(v) \neq \epsilon \); (b) as edges, the \texttt{isa} relations \( e \in E_{\text{Wiki}} \) between them. Finally, we can define coverage against a gold standard resource as the number of edges in the subgraph containing mapped categories to the number of edges in the gold standard graph:

\[
\text{Coverage}(G'_{\text{Wiki}}, G_S) = \frac{|E'_{\text{Wiki}}|}{|E_S|}.
\]

Coverage quantifies how many pairs of categories in our Wikipedia taxonomy can be mapped to concepts in a subsumption relation in the gold standard to the total number of pairs of concepts found in an \texttt{isa} relation in the latter. Coverage thus measures the size of the intersection between our taxonomy and another knowledge resource. However, when compared to gold standard resources, our taxonomy also contains novel concepts and relations. Accordingly, we can compute the novelty rate of our resource by calculating the proportion of how many pairs of Wikipedia categories are deemed to be in an \texttt{isa} relation but have no suitable mapping in the gold standard:

\[
\text{Novelty}(G_{\text{Wiki}}, G'_{\text{Wiki}}) = \frac{|E_{\text{Wiki}} \setminus E'_{\text{Wiki}}|}{|E_{\text{Wiki}}|}.
\]

Finally, we can also compute the ‘gain’ in knowledge provided by our resource with respect to existing knowledge bases by calculating the proportion of unmapped category pairs in an \texttt{isa} relation to the total number of semantic relations in the gold standard. We call this metric extra coverage:

\[
\text{ExtraCoverage}(G_{\text{Wiki}}, G'_{\text{Wiki}}, G_S) = \frac{|E_{\text{Wiki}} \setminus E'_{\text{Wiki}}|}{|E_S|}.
\]

Intuitively, novelty and extra coverage both quantify the proportion of pairs of categories \( \langle c_i, c_j \rangle \) in our Wikipedia taxonomy for which no mapping can be established to the total number of semantic edges found in either the taxonomy itself or the gold standard, respectively.

In practice, while our metrics allow us to quantify the amount of novel and pre-existing information that our method is able to automatically generate, there are cases, such as when we approximate the category label using a \texttt{loose} or \texttt{head} category descriptor, where the question of whether an \texttt{isa} relation is in fact novel is not straightforward. Consider for instance the category pair (\texttt{Stars, Astronomical Objects}) from before. Here, we are indeed covering a pre-existing relation in both of our gold standard resources, namely that \texttt{Star} PartiallyTangible and star\textsuperscript{1} isa object\textsuperscript{1} in Cyc and WordNet respectively (since we can approximate the label astronomical object as object). However, we are also generating new information by saying that a (sense of) star is not a generic object, but rather an \textit{astronomical object}. In order to be able to quantify these mixed novel/covered relations, we adopt the following solution: when we compute coverage, we use all three category descriptors, i.e. \texttt{strict, loose} and \texttt{head}, to find the candidate senses of a category in the gold standard; when we instead compute novelty and extra coverage, we only make use of a strict match, i.e. a relation is not novel in the case that we can find two senses of the exact-matching category descriptors such that the senses are found in an \texttt{isa} relation in the gold standard. This allows us to make the pair (\texttt{Stars, Astronomical Objects}) count as both a covered and a novel relation.

3.2.3. Results and discussion

Table 3 shows the results obtained by comparing the relations generated by our methods with ResearchCyc and WordNet. The evaluation is performed incrementally: we start with the syntax-based methods (i.e. head matching) and augment them with different sets of methods, namely our connectivity and pattern based methods. All differences in performance between different sets of methods are statistically significant at \( p < 0.001 \) with a McNemar test.
Regardless of the gold standard employed, Cyc and WordNet's results are consistent and allow us to conclude that the information contained in our taxonomy is indeed of a different kind than the one found in other knowledge sources. We first note that overall coverage is low, i.e., up to 1.6% and 8.7% for Cyc and WordNet respectively. This is due to the fact that categories in Wikipedia provide a thematic meta-classification scheme for the resource's encyclopedic entries, i.e., its pages, and accordingly have little overlap with the concepts found in manually built semantic networks. As a result, many categories cannot be found in the gold standards for a variety of specialized domains, e.g., there is no concept corresponding to BACTERIAL PROTEINS or USB (as in 'Universal Serial Bus') in either Cyc or WordNet. Besides, while the majority of category pairs can be successfully mapped to concept pairs in the target resources, i.e., 140,844 and 139,635 (67.6% and 67.0% of our taxonomy) for Cyc and WordNet respectively, many of these mappings end up covering the same relation and therefore do not count as multiple instances of a covered semantic edge. For instance, both (EARLY MIDDLE AGES, HISTORICAL ERAS) and (LATE MIDDLE AGES, HISTORICAL ERAS) cover the same isa relation in WordNet, namely \( \text{age}^2 \text{isa era}^1 \). As a result, we are able to cover only 11,702 and 8465 unique relations for Cyc and WordNet, respectively.

The low coverage of our resource is counterbalanced by an extremely high novelty rate consistently above 99% for all methods and gold standards, as well as substantial extra-coverage for both Cyc (up to 28.2%) and WordNet (up to 211.6%). Using all our methods (1–6), we are in fact able to generate 206,635 and 206,673 isa relations which cannot be found in Cyc or WordNet respectively (based on our category mapping procedure).

The simple syntax-based methods achieve high novelty and extra-coverage with low coverage as a trade-off. This is because many of our categories can be mapped to concepts in the gold standard resources via an approximate matching but still provide finer-grained concepts than traditional knowledge repositories: for instance, by using head matching, we can find that HISTORICAL BUILDINGS are BUILDINGS. While this information is indeed novel, since neither Cyc nor WordNet contains a reference for historical building clusters, only categories with identical heads are being connected. As a result, we do not create a single interconnected taxonomy but rather many separate taxonomic islands where the extracted information is trivial. By applying the connectivity and pattern based methods at different stages we are able to improve coverage and extra-coverage at practically the same novelty rate – up to +6.7% and +49.9% extra-coverage for Cyc and WordNet respectively. A closer look reveals that applying these methods on top of the syntax-based ones creates an interconnected taxonomy where concepts with quite different linguistic realizations are connected. The best results are obtained by combining all methods: +9.0% and +67.1% extra-coverage when compared with the syntax-based methods, thus indicating that connectivity and pattern based methods generate different sets of isa relations and are complementary.

### 3.3. Computing semantic similarity using Wikipedia

We extrinsically evaluate the quality of our taxonomy by computing semantic compatibility scores between pairs of words in benchmarking datasets: we test whether by coupling standard metrics to compute semantic similarity with our automatically generated taxonomy we are able to achieve results competitive with human annotated knowledge bases such as WordNet, the de-facto standard resource for this task.

In the WikiRelate! approach [104,85] we proposed using the Wikipedia categorization as a conceptual network for computing the semantic relatedness of words and were able to significantly outperform approaches using WordNet. However, when applied to computing semantic similarity, WikiRelate! performed significantly worse than approaches using WordNet. We believe that this is due to the fact that approaches for measuring semantic similarity that rely on lexical resources usually use paths based only on isa relations [13]. These, however, are available in the taxonomy we develop in this work. Accordingly, we take datasets modeling human judgments of semantic similarity and see whether computing semantic distances using the isa paths improves when compared to using semantically unspecified paths.

We perform an extrinsic evaluation by computing semantic similarity on two commonly used datasets, namely Miller and Charles’ list of 30 noun pairs [61] and the 65 word synonymy list from Rubenstein and Goodenough [96]. We compare the results obtained by using Wikipedia with the ones obtained by using WordNet, which is the most widely used lexical taxonomy for similarity computation. We evaluate performance by taking the Pearson product-moment (\( r \)) and Spearman rank (\( \rho \)) correlation coefficients between the similarity scores and the corresponding human judgments. While a number of previous works made use of the Pearson correlation metric [42,41,104], others evaluated using the Spearman correlation [32,40,113]. In practice, we believe that both metrics are useful in quantifying the performance of a method to compute semantic similarity: ideally, we would like the output of our system to (i) have a strong linear relationship with human scores (as measured by \( r \)), as well as (ii) accurately reproduce the ranking of word pairs given by human annotators (as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cyc</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>WordNet</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>Novelty</td>
<td>ExtraCov</td>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>Novelty</td>
<td>ExtraCov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syntax (1–3)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>144.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connectivity (1–4, 6)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>174.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern-based (1–3,5–6)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>194.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all (1–6)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>211.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4
Results on correlation with human judgments of similarity measures. Best results are bolded for each dataset and evaluation measure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Pearson’s $r$</th>
<th>Spearman’s $\rho$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>path</td>
<td>wup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miller and Charles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordNet</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WikiRelate! isa</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WikiRelate!</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rubenstein and Goodenough</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordNet</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WikiRelate!</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WikiRelate! isa</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

measured by $\rho$). Accordingly, we adopt recent proposals [38] and provide both the Pearson and Spearman correlation metrics.

Table 4 reports the scores obtained by computing semantic similarity in WordNet and in Wikipedia using different path-length based measures, including the simple edge counting method of Rada et al. [88] (path, henceforth) and the more refined (normalized) measures from Wu and Palmer [112] and Leacock and Chodorow [48] (abbreviated as wup and lch respectively). We also use the information content based measure originally developed by Resnik [92] (abbreviated as res). In the case of Wikipedia however, it is difficult to see how to compute the information content from the probabilities of occurrence of the category labels in a corpus. This is because most of these category labels are multi-word expressions in contrast to the majority of words in WordNet Resnik’s measure was originally developed on.14 In order to apply Resnik’s measure to Wikipedia we couple it accordingly with an intrinsic information content-based measure relying on the hierarchical structure of the category network [101]. For this same reason, we do not use other information content measures such as the ones from [43] and [53], which have nevertheless both been shown to correlate slightly better with human judgments than Resnik’s measure.

We take as baseline the WikiRelate! method outlined in [104] and extend it by first computing only paths based on isa relations. The results indicate that using isa relations works better than the simple WikiRelate! baseline.15 This is because we are able to filter out category relations which decrease similarity scores, i.e. notisa (e.g. meronymic, antonymic) semantic relations. Using only paths along the isa hierarchy produces similarity scores which correlate slightly better with human judgments than WordNet on the Miller and Charles data and slightly less on the Rubenstein and Goodenough word pairs.

Our results on the Miller and Charles data are competitive with the best ones from the literature – i.e. [51] report $r = 0.89$ by combining path and information content based measures, whereas [2] report $r = 0.93$ by combining distributional and WordNet-based scores in a supervised learning setting – and lie near the estimated upper bound for the performance on this task – namely a correlation of $r = 0.90$, based on the replication study by [92] of Miller and Charles’s experiments. However, we also notice that the results are less competitive when evaluating based on the Spearman correlation metric – i.e. [40] report $\rho = 0.90$ and $\rho = 0.84$ for the Miller and Charles and Rubenstein and Goodenough data respectively, whereas [2] report up to $\rho = 0.92$ and $\rho = 0.89$ for these two datasets. This indicates that our method is able to produce scores which well quantify the strength of the similarity between word pairs, but which are less effective at generating a ranking consistent with the relative ordering of the word pairs found in the gold standard. Similarly to the performance figures obtained with the Miller and Charles data, our results on the Rubenstein and Goodenough dataset are near the upper bound of $r = 0.80$ reported by [81]. However, on these data the Wikipedia-based scores have lower correlation with human judgments than WordNet, which, in contrast, exhibits better performance when compared with the results obtained on the Miller and Charles dataset. Overall, the results indicate that our taxonomy can be used to robustly compute the semantic similarity of words, since it yields correlation scores competitive with those of WordNet when applied to datasets specifically designed for this task.

4. Related work

In this section we relate our work to the existing body of literature on knowledge acquisition (Section 4.1) and then give an overview of automatic methods for extracting knowledge from Wikipedia and its application to AI and NLP tasks (Section 4.2).

---

14 We could compute the information content by counting the occurrence of the heads of the category labels, but this would also have the side-effect of assigning the same information content to all categories with the same head.

15 Differences in performance are statistically significant at 95% significance level ($p = 0.05$). For computing statistical significance we performed a paired t-test on each dataset for pairs of corresponding relatedness measures (e.g. between the WordNet and Wikipedia path measures).
4.1. Automatic knowledge acquisition

There is a large body of work concerned with acquiring knowledge for AI and NLP applications. Many NLP components can get by with rather unstructured, associative knowledge as provided by the cooccurrence of words in large corpora, e.g., distributional similarity [52,49,75,108,107, inter alia] and vector space models [100]. Such unlabeled relations between words were proven to be as useful for disambiguating syntactic and semantic analyses as the manually assembled knowledge provided by WordNet.

However, the availability of reliable preprocessing components like POS taggers, syntactic and semantic parsers allows the field to move towards higher level tasks, such as question answering, textual entailment, or end-to-end dialog systems which require a tighter notion of similarity (as noted e.g. by [33]). This lets researchers focus (again) on taxonomic and ontological resources. The manually constructed Cyc and WordNet provide a large amount of domain independent knowledge. However, they both cannot (and are not intended to) cope with specific domains and current events. As a result, many researchers in NLP have concentrated on developing methods for automatic harvesting of lexical relations. Except for a few works based on clustering methods [17,77], most of the proposed approaches rely on pattern-based methods originally pioneered in [39] to extract isa relations. This approach has been shown to scale well for large repositories of textual data, e.g. the Web [20], and was extended in [7] to account for part-of relation extraction. [35] build on top of [7] and employ machine learning techniques to disambiguate part-of patterns using word senses from WordNet.

The limitation of the pattern-based approach lies in the amount of supervision to be provided, i.e. in the form of manually created input patterns or manual sense annotations. Besides, the availability of large repositories of text such as the Web makes it impractical to define an exhaustive list of extraction patterns. Consequently, the last decade has seen a large body of work on weakly supervised bootstrapping algorithms for information extraction. These methods all work by taking a small set of seed examples of the target extraction as input and iteratively enlarging that set by discovering new extractions. Originally proposed in [95] for mutually bootstrapping both semantic class induction and extraction patterns, unsupervised bootstrapping has been successfully applied to many information extraction tasks including the automatic extraction of binary relations [12,1,76], facts [26,79], semantic class attributes [78] and instances [74], as well as the acquisition of knowledge for question answering [90,54]. Recent advances have additionally concentrated on developing fully unsupervised methods that require no seed examples, e.g. [6] propose a self-supervised classifier that automatically learns ‘trustworthy’ extractions.

Lexical relation harvesting systems do not necessarily produce formal semantic repositories. The emerging field of ontology learning tries to overcome these problems by learning (mostly) domain dependent ontologies from scratch. However, the generated ontologies are relatively small and the results rather poor – e.g., [21] report an F1 measure of about 33 with regard to an existing ontology of less than 300 concepts. It seems to be more promising to ontologize automatically discovered semantic relations [80] or to extend existing resources such as Cyc [57] or WordNet [102]. The examples shown in these works, however, seem to indicate that the extension takes place mainly with respect to named entities, a task which is arguably not as difficult as creating a complete (domain-) ontology from scratch.

Another approach to building large knowledge bases relies on input by volunteers, i.e., on collaboration among the users of an ontology [93]. However, the current status of the Open Mind [19] and MindPixel16 projects does indicate that they are largely academic enterprises. Similar to the Semantic Web [8], where users are supposed to explicitly define the semantics of the contents of web pages, they may be hindered by too high an entrance barrier. In contrast, Wikipedia and its categorization system feature a low entrance barrier achieving quality through collaboration based on a large user base. This is compatible with other successful approaches to mass annotation such as Web-based games, e.g. Verbosity [5], harvesting knowledge and annotated data via crowdsourcing [103,16], as well as community efforts to populate structured knowledge bases such as Freebase.17

4.2. Using Wikipedia as a resource for AI and NLP

Since Wikipedia has only existed since 2001 and has been considered a reliable source of information for an even shorter amount of time [34], researchers in NLP have just recently begun to work with its content or use it as a resource. Wikipedia has been successfully used for a multitude of AI and NLP applications. These include both preprocessing tasks such as named entity [15,25] and word sense disambiguation [60,83], text categorization [31], computing semantic similarity of texts [32,65], coreference resolution [85] and keyword extraction [24,66], as well as full-fledged, end-user applications such as question answering [3,4,55, inter alia], topic-driven multi-document summarization [68], text generation [98] and cross-lingual information retrieval [22].

Researchers working in information extraction have also recently begun to use Wikipedia as a resource for automatically deriving structured semantic content. [9] present the DBpedia system which generates hundreds of millions of RDF statements by extracting the attribute-value pairs contained in the infoboxes of the Wikipedia pages (i.e. the tables summarizing the most important attributes of the entity referred to by the page), e.g. the entry capital=Berlin from the GERMANY page. But while this project has achieved the creation of a huge database of structured knowledge, the focus has been

---

mostly on developing infoboxes’ parsers as well as semi-automatically linking the knowledge base to external resources such as e.g. the CIA World Factbook, Freebase and OpenCyc, rather than developing open-domain knowledge extractors.

A proposal to tackle this problem is described within the context of the ‘Intelligence in Wikipedia’ project [109], originally developed in [110] and [111], which presents a framework based on synergistic interaction between knowledge acquisition methods and user edits: labeled data from Wikipedia are first used to learn knowledge extractors which enrich encyclopedic entries with new types of structural information. These enriched entries are then validated by humans to iteratively provide new training data for the original extractors. [110] show how to augment Wikipedia with automatically extracted information by developing a self-supervised attribute extraction system based on the infobox data. They propose to ‘autonomously semantify’ Wikipedia by (1) extracting new facts from its text via a cascade of Conditional Random Field models; (2) adding new hyperlinks to the articles’ text by finding the target articles nouns refer to. The Kylin Ontology Generator (KOG) developed by Wu and Weld [111] is the work closest to ours. Their system builds a subsumption hierarchy of classes by combining Wikipedia infoboxes with WordNet using statistical-relational learning. Each infobox template, e.g. Infobox Country for countries, represents a class and the slots of the template are considered to be the attributes of the class. KOG uses Markov Logic Networks [94] in order to jointly predict both the subsumption relation between classes and their mapping to WordNet. The results from [111] are highly competitive with the ones presented in this paper, i.e. KOG achieves up to 98.8% precision and 92.5% recall for the task of detecting subsumption relations between pairs of infobox classes. However, it is difficult to draw a comparison, given that the evaluation is performed using 5-fold cross validation on a dataset of only 563 classification instances, which are semi-automatically generated from the manually-created mappings from Wikipedia articles to WordNet synsets found in DBpedia. In general, we note that all methods relying on infobox data such as [9,110,111] potentially suffer from a lower rate of coverage when compared with our approach, since many entries in Wikipedia – in particular, common nouns such as, for instance, AUTOMOBILE or KNIFE – do not have an infobox at all. Specifically in the case of KOG, while it represents a theoretically sounder methodology than [84] and [114] – as it is based on a general method to statistically learn complex relational structures – the lightweight heuristics from the latter two are straightforward to implement and show that, when given high quality semi-structured input as in the case of Wikipedia, large coverage semantic networks can be generated by using simple heuristics which capture conventions governing its public editorial base.

As indicated by our results on comparing our taxonomy with Cyc and WordNet (Section 3.2), the information contained in Wikipedia is of a different kind than the one contained in existing gold standard knowledge resources. Consequently, researchers have developed methods to integrate Wikipedia with other knowledge repositories. Previous efforts aimed at automatically linking Wikipedia pages to WordNet synsets include a model based on vector spaces [97], a supervised approach using keyword extraction [91] as well as a probabilistic formulation based on structured overlap [83]. [105] build the YAGO system by merging WordNet’s taxonomic hierarchy with Wikipedia’s category system, in order to populate the former with millions of instances based on the heuristics presented in Section 2.4.1. Similar to DBpedia, YAGO provides a very large knowledge repository with a logically clean model compatible with RDFS. However, the mapping of Wikipedia categories to WordNet synsets is performed by relying only on the so-called most frequent sense heuristic – i.e. mapping a category to the first WordNet sense of its label – a method which has been shown by [82] to be outperformed by a graph-based technique based on structural information.

One of Wikipedia’s most interesting features is its multilinguality, namely the fact that different versions of Wikipedia in different languages can be linked by means of so-called inter-language links. Mining multilingual content from Wikipedia has been performed both in the contexts of DBpedia and WikiNet [70], whereas recently, [72] presented BabelNet, a wide-coverage, multilingual semantic network which integrates the relational structure of WordNet with the semi-structured information from Wikipedia.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we described our work on inducing a large scale domain independent taxonomy from the collaboratively generated encyclopedia Wikipedia. We first took the category system in Wikipedia as a conceptual network. Then, we labeled the relations between the categories as isa and notisa by applying syntax-based methods, using methods based on the connectivity of the network and applying lexico-syntactic patterns to large text corpora. The generated taxonomy comprises 209,919 nodes and 335,128 links between the nodes. Sizewise it ranks in between two other large knowledge resources used in AI and NLP, namely ResearchCyc and WordNet.

We compared our taxonomy with these two resources and a manually annotated set of concept pairs. This intrinsic evaluation showed results fully comparable to the state-of-the-art in taxonomy learning [21]. When evaluating the quality of our resource against a manually annotated dataset our methods were able to achieve high precision (i.e. up to 90.3%) for a satisfying recall (78.5%), yielding an F1 measure of up to 84%. While syntax-based methods achieve very high precision and rather low recall, both connectivity-based methods and lexico-syntactic patterns increase recall considerably while decreasing precision as a trade-off. We additionally quantified how our resource compares with other large, manually-built knowledge resources such as Cyc and WordNet and found that by using our methods we are able to cover only a small portion of them. This suggests that the knowledge contained in our resource is indeed of a different kind than the one included in traditional knowledge bases. By using our lightweight heuristics, we are able to generate a resource where more than 99% of the semantic relations are novel, i.e. not found, in these gold standard resources: as a result, we are able to
provide an extra coverage of 28.2% for Cyc and of 211.6% for WordNet. Finally, we performed an extrinsic evaluation by computing semantic similarity where the Wikipedia-based taxonomy proved to be competitive with WordNet.

We showed that a taxonomy induced from a collaboratively constructed knowledge repository can achieve quality on par with manually created knowledge resources – and this at a fraction of the cost and time needed for creating them. The high quality of our taxonomy depends on – and benefits from – the time and labor volunteers spend on writing and maintaining articles in Wikipedia and structuring it via the categorization network. We believe that the Wikipedia model of collaborative editing provides us with already well-maintained knowledge. This semi-structured input in turn enables us to ‘stake out a middle ground between manual and automatic knowledge acquisition’\(^\text{18}\) to derive a high quality taxonomy.

Our work on deriving a taxonomy is the first step in creating a full-fledged ontology based on Wikipedia. We have already performed a few of the next steps, including the labeling of generic notisa relations with more specific ones such as has-part, has-attribute, etc. [69], the differentiation between concepts and instances in the taxonomy [114], as well as its mapping and integration with WordNet [82]. Furthermore, Wikipedia also has the potential to serve as a source for inducing a knowledge base in many languages. We have already shown that the methods described in this paper can easily be transferred to German [44].

Our methodology, albeit based on a set of heuristics manually developed for Wikipedia, can be applied to all wikis which have a categorization network and a certain amount of textual content (though the textual content could be replaced by corpora or search engine queries). Due to the popularity gained by the collaborative knowledge construction approach, many such resources exist – examples include other collaborative Web-based encyclopedias such as Baidu Baike\(^\text{19}\) and wikis for specialized domains such as biological molecular structures (PDBWiki\(^\text{20}\)) and securities (ValueWiki\(^\text{21}\)) – and our methodology could be applied to create domain taxonomies (we leave such exploration for future work).

From a broader perspective, we argue that these large repositories of wide-coverage semantic knowledge can be expected to help overcome the knowledge bottleneck observed since the very dawn of AI research, and consequently open up a whole new world of possibilities to (again) develop knowledge-lean approaches for a variety of complex AI tasks. In accordance with this vision of knowledge-rich AI, our future work will concentrate on embedding machine readable knowledge within end-user applications such as automatic summarization, semantic information retrieval and statistical machine translation, all of which will benefit from the availability of knowledge induced from collaborative knowledge resources.
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Appendix A. Head finding rules modification

Since we parse Wikipedia category labels which are mostly NP fragments rather than full sentences, we often need to recover from parsing errors and introduce the following two modifications to the head rules from [23, Appendix A] accordingly:

1. The rules for NPs are changed to search from right to left for the first child which is an NP. This is to recover from errors where flat NPs like

\[
\text{(NP (NNP Acorn) (NN operating) (NNS systems))}
\]

are output instead as non-base noun phrases like

\[
\text{(NP (NNP Acorn) (NP (VBG operating) (NNS systems))).}
\]

2. We constrain the output of the head finding algorithm to return a lexical head labeled either as a noun (NN, NNP, NNPS, NNS) or a 3rd person singular present verb (VBZ). This is to tolerate errors where plural noun heads have been wrongly identified as verbs as in e.g.:

\[
\text{(NP (NNP NBC) (NN network)) (VP (VBZ shows))}.
\]

This way we return a noun even for category labels whose head is e.g. a gerund or present participle in associated for People/NNS associated/VBN with/IN religion/NN or/CC philosophy/NN. We start by applying

\(^{18}\) We are indebted to an anonymous AAAI-07 reviewer for such a perspicacious characterization of our work.

\(^{19}\) http://baike.baidu.com.


Collins’ head rules and check that the part of speech of the lexical head belongs to one of these categories. If this is not the case we traverse the tree, find the first preterminal with such a label and return its child. If no such node can be found, we simply return the original lexical head.

In addition, for coordinated noun phrases such as \( (NP \rightarrow NP_1 \ CC NP_2) \) we find the head of both \( NP_1 \) and \( NP_2 \), rather than taking the leftmost coordinated \( NP \) as the head of the phrase. This way we return both nouns for \( NP \) coordinations, e.g. both buildings and infrastructure for \( (NP(NNS \ Buildings)(CC \ and)(NN \ infrastructure))(PP \ in \ Japan)) \).

Appendix B. Guidelines for the manual annotation of \( isa \) relations

Below is a list of pairs of words. For each pair \( \langle a, b \rangle \), please assign one of the following relations:

- IOF \( a \) is an INSTANCE-OF \( b \) corresponds to set membership. \( a \) must refer to a (unique) individual and \( b \) must refer to a set such that \( a \) is a member of \( b \). Examples:
  - North Korea IOF country
  - Errol Morris IOF film director
- ISA \( a \) ISA \( b \) corresponds to set inclusion. \( a \) and \( b \) must refer sets such that \( a \) is a (proper) subset of \( b \). Examples:
  - physicists ISA scientists
  - football ISA sport
- NOT If none of the above apply.

When annotating the pairs, please follow these guidelines:

1. Annotate the pairs \( \langle a, b \rangle \) while answering the question: is \( a \) a (kind of/form of) \( b \)?
2. Reify the concepts, that is, consider abstract concepts as made up of material objects. E.g. disciplines are made up of things like publications, concrete theories, therefore:

- psychology ISA social science
- natural language processing ISA artificial intelligence
3. Disregard the number of the phrases (i.e. singular or plural), e.g. theoretical physicists ISA scientist, although scientist is singular and would denote a single individual rather than a set;
4. If a phrase has multiple senses, consider all senses of the phrase, e.g. school can refer to both the building and the institution so these pairs would be tagged as follows:

- school ISA building
- school ISA institution

In other words, tag with a relation if there is \( \ast \) at least one \( \ast \) pair of senses of the two phrases which is in the relation. Note therefore that the same phrase can be in an ISA relation with two distinct sets (i.e. sets whose intersection is empty, as in the example above).

Appendix C. Downloads

The Wikipedia taxonomy is made available in RDFS format and can be downloaded at http://www.h-its.org/nlp/download/wikitaxonomy.php. Further details on the taxonomy generation process and data format can be found in [86].
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